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JAMES CROPPER, JOHN PHILIP AND THE
RESEARCHES IN SOUTH AFRICA
ROBERT ROSS
IN 1835 James Cropper, a prosperous Quaker merchant living in
Liverpool and one of the leading British abolitionists, wrote to Dr John
Philip, the Superintendent of the London Missionary Society in South
Africa, offering to finance the republication of the latter's book,
Researches in South Africa, which had been issued seven years earlier.
This offer was turned down.
This exchange was recorded by William Miller Macmillan in his
first major historical work, The Cape Coloured Question,1 which was
prirnarily concerned with the struggles of Dr John Philip on behalf of
the so-called 'Cape Coloureds'. These resulted in Ordinance 50 of 1828
and its confirmation in London, which lifted any civil disabilities for
free people of colour. The correspondence on which it was based, in
John Philip's private papers, was destroyed in the 1931 fire in the
Gubbins library, Johannesburg, and I have not been able to locate any
copies at Cropper's end. Any explanation as to why these letters were
written must therefore remain speculative. Nevertheless, even were
the correspondence extant, it is unlikely that it would contain a
satisfactory explanation of what at first sight might seem a rather
curious exchange. The two men had enough in common with each
other, and knew each other's minds well enough, for them merely to
give their surface motivation, and not to be concerned with deeper
ideological justification. And the former level can be reconstructed
fairly easily.
Cropper, it may be assumed, saw South Africa as a 'warning for the
West Indies', which was especially timely in 1835 as the British
Caribbean was having to adjust to the emancipation of its slaves.2 The
Researches gave many examples of how the nominally free could still
be maintained in effective servitude, and Cropper undoubtedly hoped
that this pattern would not be repeated. The slaves should not be free
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in name only, but free enough to allow the West Indies to prosper as a
free market economy — the only way, in Cropper's eyes, that they
possibly could. Philip, we know, did not wish to exacerbate old sores —
not surprisingly since the initial publication of the Researches had
caused a storm at the Cape and had led to an expensive libel suit, as
Cropper well knew.3 Moreover, by 1835 hè was more concerned with
the events on the Cape Colony's eastern frontier than with the status
and oppression of the Khoikhoi, who had been the main subject of the
Researches.4 Underlying these reasons, however, there would seem to
be a nurnber of hitherto unrecognized connections between the two
parts of the British Empire, and a number of ideological concerns,
mainly to do with the meaning of freedom, which I hope to elucidate in
the course of this paper.
John Philip was the archetype of the 'turbulent priest', an
intermittently recurring figure in South African history, who does not
keep to his cloth but who rather meddles in 'politics' — that is, one
who speaks out in Opposition to the established order. Similarly,
Researches in South Africa was the first clear South African example
of a campaigning book, written not merely to inform but rather as a
call to action. It is a book which mirrors the tension that Philip himself
must have feit about his role. He had come to South Africa as a
convinced Tory, and had to a certain extent owed his appointment as
superintendent of missions to this fact. The Directer of the LMS
considered that this would ease his relations with the colonial
government and allow the healing of the rifts that emerged in the past
years between the rigid Toryism of successive governors and the
campaigning evangelism of, notably, James Read. Philip was also
concerned, by virtue of his function, primarily with the organization of
evangelization. Nevertheless, he became embroiled in open conflict
with the colonial authorities, over the freedom of the press, over the
Position of the Khoikhoi within the colony and, later, over the policy
to be followed with regard to the Xhosa and the northern frontier. To a
contemporary governor hè was 'moKzpolitician than a missionary',3
and historians of the settler persuasion were to be more stringent in
their strictures.6
Philip himself recognized, at least subconsciously, the contradiction
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between his spiritual calling and his temporal activities. The last
chapter of the Researches, whose tone is somewhat discordant with
what precedes it, is an almost apologetic assertion of the centrality of ',
the Protestant religion for material progress as well as for salvation.
'The Word of God', hè wrote, 'is the only instrument adequate to the
regeneration of the world,'7 In the very last words of the book hè
stressed how the missionaries were working to accelerate 'the
approach of that moral revolution which will shortly usher in the ',
kingdoms of this world as the Kingdoms of our Lord and of his •
Christ'.8 On the other hand, Philip did not place any emphasis on the j
kernel of the evangelical message — the salvation of individual souls. ), ,
This was a characte'istic, if surprising, omission, which was perhaps j
the result of either his lack of involvement in day-to-day pastoral work,
or of his age (a generation older than most missionaries) or perhaps of
his own lack of an emotional conversion.9 In time this trait was to lead
to conflict with those missionaries, notably Robert Moffat, for whom |
the individual gospel was f ar more important than the social.10 j v
Philip, then, chose in the Researches, and in his work in general, ,''•
to concentrate on the 'secondary blessings which "Christianity ['•
scatters in its march to immortality" '.u The reason for this emphasis
is perhaps best exemplified in the report hè wrote in 1825 on that <
much maligned mission station, Bethelsdorp in the eastern Cape, ;";
near Port Elizabeth, and which hè reprinted in his book. He j,;
commented on the considerable consumption of British-made goods i'^
among the people of the station. This had reached 20,000 Rix-dollars ',:
(about £1,500) in 1822 and had probably increased since then.12
Numerous stone houses were being built, which allowed the young
women to keep their clothes, on which they spent much money, in a
reasonable state, and thus to maintain their respectability. At the
same time books could be kept in these houses without their coming
to grief and, as Philip argued elsewhere, the habit of reading, much
stressed by Protestantism anyway, was the first requirement of an
inquiring and improving mind.13 The number of 'native mechanics',
was also steadily increasing.14
The justification for this emphasis on externals was, in the first
place, propagandist. Philip had to counter the claim, as hè reported it,
that
You do not civiiize the people; they are fit for nothing but slaves to the
boers; you can never make them tradesmen, and you can never raise them
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above their present vitiated state, nor impart to them a taste for the
decencies of life.15
It was, at the very least, a tactical necessity in his conflicts with the
government to be able to point to the improvement in the manners
and circumstances of the mission inhabitants. Later, when he was
looking back over the struggles and writing with more sharpness
than earlier, Philip would comment:
The question between us and the government was one of civilisation. The
criterion of a people's civilisation with Lord Charles Somerset was whether
the people used knives and forks.16
There was, though, a more fundamental reason for Philip's stress
on the achievement of a respectable way of life. He believed that
Christianity and savagery were incompatible, and conversely that
Christianity and civilization were indivisible:
While I am satisfied, from abundance of incontrovertible facts, that
permanent societies of Christians can never be maintained among an
uncivilized people without imparting to them the arts and habits of civilized
life, I am satisfied, upon ground no less evident, that if missionaries lose
their religion and sink into mere mechanics, the work of civilization and
moral improvement will speedily retrograde.17
The work of raising the material level of their charges was thus just
äs much a sacred task for the missionaries äs was the preaching of the
gospel. It was this equation which provided the mainspring for all
Philip's political and missionary activity.
II
As Philip saw it, the achievement of such progress required
independence or at least economie liberty. This vision derived from
at least three separable, if interconnected, sources. First there was the
general intellectual climate in Scotland.18 Even though he never
attended university — he owed his Doctor's title to the combined
efforts of Columbia and Princeton, without his ever having set foot
in America — Philip was well acquainted with the writings of the
Scottish enlightenment, and with the political economists. As a long-
term minister of an important church in the university city of
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Aberdeen -— where, incidentally, hè had the good taste to marry a
Miss Ross —- this was only to be expected. Second, Philip was, in
ecclesiastical terms, a convinced 'independent', deploring state
Intervention in Church matters and arguing against state subsidies
for churches. He believed that the congregation itself should be
responsible for the purity of its doctrine, the upkeep of its churches
and the support of its minister. Third, there was his own background.
In his early years, Philip himself had been the epitome of the
craftsman who was able to raise himself from relatively humble
origins to a respected social position by dint of his own sustained
efforts. He had begun work as a weaver in his native Fife at the age
of elevt i, by the age of twenty hè was works manager of a modern
'power' mill in Dundee, and shortly afterwards he became an
independent weaver, with sufficient success that in 'six months [hè]
was doing well'. Only after this did hè decide to train for the
ministry.19 This was the sort of career pattern which hè saw as an
ideal. 'The labourers and artisans . . . in the manufacturing districts of
North Britain'20 were the reference group against whom hè
measuted the Khoikhoi. It did not matter, as he recognized, that such
success could not be achieved by everyone. It was the opportunity for
advancement that was essential, for without it there was no incentive
for the i:ontinual self-discipline inherent in a Christian life.
Given liberty in a society, material, intellectual and religieus
improvement were seen to be inevitable. In later life, Philip quoted
with approval a speech by William Wilberforce in which hè rather
optimistically saw freedom as the palliative for all Africa's ills:
Africa will become the seat of civilisation, because the seat of liberty — the
seat of commerce, because the seat of liberty — the seat of science, because
the seat of liberty — the seat of religion, because the seat of liberty — the
seat of morals because the seat of liberty — the seat of happiness, because
the seat of liberty.21
This demand for freedom permeated all Philip's actions in South
Africa. It united his earliest work as a declared opponent of what hè
saw as Lord Charles Somerset's tyranny with his later defence of the
Khoi. In the miniscule society of English Cape Town, Philip could
not fail to become aware of the highhandedness of the Governor, and
quite soon after his arrival in South Africa he moved into Opposition,
both openly and covertly. His first actions, in alliance with Thomas
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Pringle and John Fairbairn, were on behalf of the 1820 settlers and to
bring about the freedom of the South African press.22 He was also
instrumental in having the Commission of Enquiry to the Colony in
1824, which would eventually lead to the major reorganization of the
Cape government and the demise of Somerset's personal rule. To do
this hè had to. work secretly, through William Wilberforce and
Steven Lushington, two evangelical members of the British
Parliament; they were able to persuade the House of Commons to
appoint the Commission without its true goal being apparent,
especially as its terms of reference also included the affairs of
Mauritius and Sri Lanka — presumably as camouflage. For this
reason, Philip's role can only be gauged from his own reminiscences
some twenty years later, not a particularly reliable type of source at
the best of times, and certainly not when deriving from sorneone as
convinced of his own importance as Philip was. Nevertheless, since
there does not seem to be any other clear reason for the despatch of
the Commission, his account may perhaps be accepted.23
Philip's first main work, though, was concerned with the relieving
of the civil disabilities of the Khoisan. As evidenced by the first
volume of the Researcbes, which was largely a campaigning book
devoted to the removal of these disabilities, hè saw these as deriving
from three sources. The first was the 'Hottentot Code', promulgated
by the Earl of Caledon, Governor of the Colony, in 1809. This was
intended by its original authors to save the Khoi from the murderous
oppression of the Dutch farmers, in particular in the eastern Cape.
Indeed, by guiding exploitation within legal bounds, it may well have
had that effect, and may have led to a reduction in the use of brute
force against Khoi labourers.24 Nevertheless, as Philip saw it, on the
basis of considerable experience, it had the effect of maintaining the
Khoi in the service of the farmers, or other Europeans, without the
possibility of their escaping or even changing their level of
employment. It did this in two ways. First, it required Khoi to have a
fixed abode, which, since it was impossible for them to acquire land,
virtually forced them to work for a farmer unless they could gain
access to a mission station. It also demanded that any Khoi away
from home carry a pass, made out by a European, on pain of being
arrested and set to work for a neighbouring farmer. As a result, it was
impossible for a Khoi to seek out the most advantageous employer
and thus effectively obviated the need for competition for labour, to
the great detriment of the employees.25
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Second, Sir John Cradock's proclamation of 1812 allowed farmers '
to bind to them all Khoi children between the ages of eight and \
eighteen, theoretically to pay for the cost of their upbringing. Often j
this period could be surreptitiously extended, as it was difficult for i
Khoi to demonstrate that their period of service had ended. \
Moreover, it gave their parents the choice between staying with the f
children's master or breaking up their family, and thus tied them to |
the farmer.26 {
Third, and for Philip probably most significant, the administration
of the law was one-sidedly in the hands of the farmers and their
allies. At the local level the veldcornets, who were supposed to
administer the codes initially set up for the protection of the Khoi, in
fact invariably favoured their potential employers. These men
therefore provided the Khoi with no escape from the oppression
they experienced on the farms. Nor were the district magistrates
much help. It was not merely that any Khoi lodging a complaint
against a farmer would himself be put in gaol until the case was
heard, often weeks if not months later, thus badly prejudicing the
matter; but rather, the magistrates themselves acted as the first line
of oppression, making it impossible for Khoi to escape, ffom their
bondage to the farmers. Often indeed the Khoi were forced to work
for the magistrate himself at miserable rates of remuneration. The
consequence was clear.
In a state of society where there is one law for the rieh and another for the
poor, and the sanctions of the law are borrowed to render the poor the
victims of oppression, moral distinctions are confounded and the names of
virtue or vice come to be regarded as exchangeable terms— While the
administration of justice is confined to one particular class of the Community
only, however that administration may be regarded for its equity, it is
nothing better than the equity of a party of Bedouin Arabs, who make an
equal distribution of the spoil they have taken from the unprotected
caravan 21
What was necessary to remedy this Situation was not merely a
reform of the legal administration, and the Institution of a system of
laws which paid no account to racial status, but also the
establishment of a free market in labour.
To allow the Hottentot the power of carrying his labour to the best market,
is one of the first steps necessary in attempting to elevate the character of
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the coloured population, to undermine the System of slavery, to encourage
the increase of free labourers, and to give a healthy stimulus to the industry
of the colony.28
Philip was thus arguing for the application of the most modern
principles of political economy to the Cape, and he did this explicitly.
In the Researches he quotes Adam Smith extensively.29 At one point
he comments on colonial policy, as made in Britain äs well äs in
South Africa^ that 'things might have gone on in this way if Adam
Smith, Ferguson, Malthus, Ricardo etc., had never blotted paper'.30
Personal liberty was essential to a free economy, which in its turn
was a necessary condition of material, and indeed of moral, progress
for all the inhabitants of the Cape.
Philip's Researches were written, during 1827, in England whither
he had come to campaign for the 'emancipatiön' of the Khoi. This
campaign was largely conducted in cooperation with Thomas Powell
Buxton, who by this time was the major parliamentary spokesman
and tactician for the abolitionists. At first, Buxton informed Philip
that he could not help him because all his energies were absorbed by
the struggle for the emancipatiön of slaves and the conflict with the
West India interest, but Philip was eventually able to convince him
that the two causes were inextricably intertwined. As hè wrote to
Buxton: 'If they aim at the abolition of slavery, is it to put freed slaves
in the position of "free" Hottentots?'31 For his part, Buxton may well
have realized that the cause of the Khoikhoi could perhaps be used to
extract statements of principle from the British parliament which
could later be used in the West Indies, without the planter interest
being aroused. This was indeed,the case. On 15 July 1828 the House
of Commons passed an unopposed resolution that:
... directions be given for effectually securing to all the natives of South
Africa the same freedom and protection as are enjoyed by the free persons
residing at the Cape, whether they be English or Dutch.52
Buxton's comment on this was simply 'These men do not know what
they have done.'33 In this hè was right. Two days later, and thus in the
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strict sense independently, the Cape government passed Ordinance
50 which was very much of the same tenor.34 When news of this
came to England, Philip pressed that it be confirmed by Order in
Council, with the proviso that it could not be arnended or repealed
without consent frorh London. The Colonial Secretary at the time,
the Tory Sir George Murray, was a little fearful of the Opposition this
would receive frorn the West Indians, but it was pointed out to him
that they had already had the opportunity to oppose the original
motion. According to Philip's reminiscences, Murray then, more or
less on the spur of the moment, decided to extend this order to all the
British colonies.35 Although this does not seem to be the strict truth,
nevertheless a string of ordinances in the following years did extend
the prirciple to the British West Indies, presumably following the
precedent set for the Cape.36 The füll effect of these new regulations
on the free black communities of those colonies cannot be judged
with any accuracy, since slave emancipation followed only a few years
later but it does seem reasonable to assume that they were of
considerable importance in ensuring that no racially based measures
were enacted to maintain the effective servitude of the ex-slaves.37 In
some colonies, other techniques were found, but that is another story.
IV
In addition to this exercise in political guile,38 there was a more
significant congruence between Philip and the abolitionists in
Britain, namely at the ideological level. This is a field in which recent
historiographic progress has been considerable, largely because of the
failure of two previous attempts to explain the sudden rise of the
movement to abolish the slave trade and slavery which occurred in
Great Britain, and to a certain extent in North America, in the late
eighteenth and early .nineteenth centuries. To see it as deriving from
a shift in religious sensibilities, without providing an explanation of
that very shift itself, was clearly unsatisfactory.39 Conversely, the
argument, primarily associated with Eric Williams, that the slave
trade and slavery were abolished because they were no longer
functional for capitalism became untenable in the face of evidence
that slavery and the slave trade were still thoroughly profitable at the
moment of abolition and were not seriously inconveniencing the
consumer in Britain or elsewhere.40 All the same, there would seem,
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prima fade to be a flaw in an argument which does not link the
growth of abolitionism, begun in Britain and exported to the rest of
the world, with the capitalist Industrial Revolution, also begun in
Britain and exported to the rest of the world at approximately the
same time.
I have neither the space nor the competence to do füll justice to
the exceedingly subtle, and in my opinion satisfactory, solution to this
paradox which has been articulated in terms of ideology. David Brion
Davis has summarized both the basic tenets of the argument and the
difficulties' that it nevertheless contains. He wrote:
A causal explanation [of the antislavery conquest of European opinion]
would ... have to relate the antislavery sensibility to the triumphant
hegempny of a capitalist world view and particularly to capitalist views of
labor, while avoiding any temptation to reduce the rise of abolitionism to the
interests of an entrepreneurial class, a class which for the most part detested
abolitionists.41
For the purpose of explication, perhaps the best place to begin is
with Adam Smith and The Wealth ofNations, which Philip knew so
well. According to a recent and most persuasive account, this work's
engagement with economics was not so much a starting-point, but a
solution. lts central concern, rath'er, was
... with the issue of justice, with finding a market rnechanism capable of
reconciling inequality of property with adequate provision for the excluded.
Smith was simply transposing into the lariguage of markets an ancient
jurisprudential discourse ... about how to ensure that private individuation
of God's dominion would not deny the propertyless the means of satisfying
their needs— The answer which Smith gave to this problem [was] that a
system of competitive markets in food and labour could guarantee adequate
subsistence to the labouring poor— Smith's arguments were designed to
show how an economy of abundance could be created in which this ancient
jurisprudential antinomy between the needs of the poor and the rights of the
rieh could be transcended altogether.42
This was clearly an attractive argument to those who prospered
during the Industrial Revolution. Much as they rnight be worried or
shocked by the conditions of the labourers in the new factories, or
feel guilty about their own wealth, they could take solace in the
thought that, although things were not as they should be, they could
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be made as good as possible if men (and to a lesser extent women)
both followed their own economie advantage and agitated for the
removal of all limitations on economie freedona. Moreover, despite
the horrors of early industrialization, the steady economie growth
and general prosperity of Great Britain, the European country with
the least economie regulation, probably seemed to confirm these men
in their convictions.
There is an obvious corollary to this. If a free market in labour was
not only economically advantageous but also morally right, it follows
that slavery was both inefficiënt and therefore sinful. Middle-class
Britons therefore attacked slavery with religieus fervour, jüst as they
attacked other trammels on the free economy, such as the Corn Laws.
They could only justify their own prosperity by agitating against the
causes, as they saw them, of other people's unnecessary misery. For
this reason, anti-slavery became a major mass movement, probably
the first modern political campaign in Britain.43
This certainly was how James Cropper saw his role in the world. A
devout Quaker, hè had had in his youth doubts about the legitimacy
of his activities as a merchant until hè read The Wealth of Nations,
which for the rest of his life hè treated almost literally as a second
Bible. And, as one of the men who took the initiative in 1823 for the
foundation of the Anti-Slavery Society, he was a key abolitionist and
was certainly not considered an eccentric within that community.44
This is undoubtedly an oversimplified description of the
mainsprings of abolitionist ideas. It can explain much, such as the
contemporality of the abolition of slavery and the passing of the New
Poor Law. Nevertheless, it was not of universal application. Ideally,
though of course not in practice, the requirement of labour was
limited to post-pubertal males. Economie liberalism and the
economie restrictions of the ideal evangelical family found no
difficulty in accommodating to each- other, despite their apparent
contradictions.45 This explains, for instance, Philip's boast that hè
had decided to set up as an independent weaver master (in the
1790s) because of his abhorrence at the use of child labour in the
factory where hè then worked.46 But his arguments in the Researches
feil within the framework of Smithian liberalism, and this seems to
have been why they were so easily accepted by the British
government.
If this is the case, then the arguments put forward by Susan
Newton-King, to the effect that Ordinance 50 was part of an attempt
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'to increase the labour supply available to the colonists',47 would not
seem valid. Certainly in the early nineteenth Century, not all the
measures of the colonial government were in direct response to the
demands of colonial landowners. As W. M. Macmillan had argued in
The Cape Colour Question, the changes of Cape policy have to be
seen within the context of the British Empire as a whole, and of the
metropole in particular. He did not himself provide an explanation
for the change in sentiment, which hè considered to be crucial to the
emancipation of the Khoi and the slaves, but the ideas which have
been developed in the sixty years since The Cape Colour Question
was written could be incorporated into his arguments without doing
them fundamental damage.
V
In view of this, it is not difficult to understand Philip's refusal to
acquiesce in the republication of the Researches. In the imperial
context, the book still had its relevance, as the British West Indies
began to adapt to a world without slaves, but in South Africa its role
was finished. It had been a campaigning book, and the campaign had
been won. Ordinance 50 of 1828, and its confirmation by the British
government, which Philip saw as a more important measure
(perhaps because hè was personally involved in the decision-making
process in this latter case), had given the Khoi freedom from legal
discrimination. Submitting to a common human failing, Philip
overestimated the importance of what hè considered to be his major
achievement. The Khoi had now been given the chance to niake their
own way in the labour market and it was up to them to take it. Philip
was confident that many of them would succeed and that the failure
of those who did not would be their own fault. Philip's sentiments
were also shared by the earliest Cape liberals, who looked to him for
leadership, as they viewed the emancipation not only of the Khoi but
also of the slaves. Just before the ex-slaves acquired füll control over
their labour, with the end of the so-called apprenticeship in 1838, an
editorial in the South African Commercial Advertiser, written by
Philip's son-in-law John Fairbairn, stressed that, when the
apprentices were free, 'it will be as other free men, who depend on
employment forfood and upon characterfor employmentP.48 If it was
to work more efficiently, they feit, the labour market should be harsh
but fair.
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In the event, Philip came to realize that the fairness of the labour
market had to be continually defended. In the 1830s he was one of
those who were most instrumental in ensuring that a proposed
Vagrancy Act was vetoed by the Colonial Office as in contravention
of Ordinance 50.49 Also, right at the end of his life, his last struggle
was to maintain the position of the mission stations which hè saw
not just as religieus institutions but as bases from which the
labourers could defend their freedom by giving them some limited
bargaining position. It was, hè wrote, 'the old struggle under a new
form ... to bring the people back to slavery by putting down the
Institutions'.50
Philip's achievement in this regard should not be overestimated.
Such research as has been done on the workings of Ordinance 50
would seem to suggest that its actual effect on day-to-day labour
relations in the eastern Cape was fairly slight.51 Nevertheless,
perhaps Macmillan was right to argue that, by the 1920s, 'The
Coloured People have no political grievance, are proud of their rights
and, in spite of all disabilities, not only survive, but are definitely
making upward progress'.52 This was a result of the outlawing of
legislation on the basis of colour in the Cape colony, and hè hoped
that similar action might yet save the Africans from the degradation
with which they were threatened. This was the political message of
The Cape Colour Question, and it was one that was signally not
heeded. Not only were the civil disabilities of the Africans steadily
sharpened, but, from the very moment at which hè wrote, the rights
and position of the so-called 'Cape Coloureds' were steadily eroded.53
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